
ABOUT US
NO ONE DOES IT LIKE 888STARZ.BET

Welcome to our groundbreaking, fully licensed,   

social i-gaming platform. We’re here to blow your mind and 

change the way you play the game. 

Our innovative hybrid system cleverly combines traditional 

gaming with the advantageous block-chain technology,   

which guarantees transparency and freedom, allowing us to 

offer our users an exhilarating experience they can really trust.

v 3.0

http://888Starz.io


AT 888STARZ WHETHER 
 YOU WIN OR LOSE   
YOU ALWAYS EARN 

We take the concept of online sports betting and casino to 

a whole new level. Our unique earning system pays out 

rewards to players with real money for staking their 

888tokens on the platform. It’s a return plan we like to call 

«Cashbacks that never end», because even if you lose, 

 you still get your 888tokens.



USE YOUR SOCIAL
NETWORK AS AN 
EARNING TOOL 

Our compelling social i-gaming system allows users to create 

empowering  networks of support where they can come 

together as a community, offering tips and comments, posting 

messages, creating discussion forums  and working to help 

each other win big.

We are proud to have presence on all of the cool sites like 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, Telegram and Discord.

Our transparency policy goes beyond the scope of our project. 

We encourage authenticity and honesty everywhere go.  

We invite members to stay connected and learn about our 

news and updates, but also to relate to the other players  

while openly sharing their progress on 888starz.bet.



WHY PLAY
ON OUR SITE? 

Multilingual (over 60 languages) system 

24/7 multilingual Customer Support service 

Specialized affiliate/partner module for 
attracting and metering traffic
 
Professional CRM system
 
Mobile iOS and Android applications  

Built-in support of cryptocurrency wallets and 
Dapp browsers for TRX, ETH and EOS 

Unique rewards system based on 888tokens   

Cashback rewards that pay out every 48 hours 
in CRYPTO and FIAT currencies 

Extensive, integrated Sportsbook 

More than 3,500 licensed games from world 
renowned providers 

Fast deposits and withdrawals in 25 different 
cryptocurrencies 

Working with conventional FIAT currencies and 
popular payment methods 

Honestly you’d seriously be missing out 
 if you didn’t. Only our users will enjoy 
impressive and exclusive benefits like:



SIT BACK AND 
SOAK IN OUR 
REWARD POOL 

We have implemented a remarkable and exclusive reward 

system for our users by allocating platform earnings among 

all players on a permanent basis. These are the never-ending 

cashbacks we like to brag about. All earnings are 

accumulated on a special account called the REWARD POOL. 

When players lose, the Reward Pool increases and when they 

win, it decreases. Due to the House Edge of the casino 

games, the value of the pool should always rise.  

Every 24 hours, the accumulated Reward Pool is assigned 

among all users who are staking their 888tokens on  

the platform.  

We have player retention because our unique system makes it 

so easy for users to earn, that they never want to leave. 



STAKING WITH US
IS THE REAL DEAL

On our site, STAKING means users claim real money from the 

Reward Pool for holding their 888tokens in their game account. 

The way we divide the net platform earnings is 65% goes to the 

token holders and the remaining 35% goes to the team for 

operational costs. The personal reward amount is defined 

according to the number of tokens kept by each player. 

Ok, so let’s say the current Reward Pool is $20,000. If a player 

stakes 1% of all current token supply that has been staked on 

the platform, such player will receive 20,000 * 0.01= 200 USD. 

Our Reward Pool is displayed in USD currency and paid out to 

the users in the currency of their account. Rewards don’t need 

to be wagered as they can be withdrawn from at any time.  

Yes, its that good. We’re not kidding.



A WINNING FORMULA 
In order to keep our operation alive, we must spend funds on 

administrative fees that include payments to game 

providers, advertisers and b2b solutions. 

Taxes are calculated based on the price of gaming license 

renewals + 11% tax rate for a period of 12 months. We also 

incur in third party payments, for additional licensed 

software usage in business activities.

Our unique reward system formula is special but also 

straightforward. We designed our model by the standard 

formulas. 

Gross Gaming Revenue (GGR) = total bet - total won  

The online traffic of platform players is generated by CPA 

networks, affiliate partners, web masters and media 

promotion placement. This is the biggest expense 

of the platform. We calculate the price of such traffic 

by paying a Revenue Share.

Net Gaming Profit (NGR) =  GGR – 40% 

CPA/Affiliates/Promo payments - 25% Admin fees 

– Taxes – Third party software payments



888TOKEN MINING:
EVERYONE COLLECTS 
Just by playing, each member is awarded with 888tokens.

The amount of tokens depends on the size of the bet. 

But remember, whether you win or lose, you still earn. 

Once you place your bet, 888tokens are automatically 

added to your balance. This process is what we call 

MINING.  

As you advance, each Mining stage also increases in level 

of difficulty. In other words, it gets harder and harder to 

earn tokens and therefore, more rewarding in the end.

When first embarking on your gaming journey with us, 

you’ll find that our Mining difficulty is LOW and our tokens 

are CHEAP. 

To learn more about about Mining and difficulty levels, please 

visit: 888starz.bet / Personal Account / Rewards Section.  

Keep in mind, that specific games may have adjusted rates, 

which means users earn more or less for a given bet, based 

on their house edge. If this applies, the game will be labeled 

as such. Adjusted rates still scale up as the overall Mining 

difficulty increases.

Sports betting is temporarily excluded from the list of games 

that operate under our 888token Mining model.  

https://888starz.com/?modal=ModelModal


WE WON’T
CHANGE THE
RULES ON YOU:
THE ECONOMICS
OF THE PROJECT
STAYS THE SAME

We run our reward structure on a 1-token economy.

When users place bets, the 888token is mined. The 888token is 

mined in a ratio of 1 token for the player and a 0.35 token for the 

team. So the team receives its tokens and rewards only in the 

event of continuous and successful operation of the platform. 

The total amount of tokens is limited by the smart contract 

to 100 million tokens. 35% of tokens mined by a team remain 

LOCKED in the smart contract and CANNOT BE SOLD until

all tokens are mined.

This is an extra safety measure we employ to prevent exit 

scamming and token price manipulating by wash trading. 

With that in mind, we implement an awarding system that 

is truly fair, so we may protect all users and ensure the

longevity of the project.



OUR 888TOKENS:
THE STARZ
OF THE SHOW
The 888token is a TRC-20 utility token. TRC-20 is a technical 

standard used for smart contracts on the TRON blockchain, 

when implementing tokens within the TRON Virtual Machine. 

It is fully compatible to Ethereum based ERC-20.

The TRON Virtual Machine is a lightweight, Turing complete 

virtual machine developed for the TRON’s ecosystem. Its goal 

is to provide millions of global developers with a custom-built 

blockchain system that is efficient, convenient, stable, secure 

and scalable.

Name:

888token

Address of token smart contract: 

TLvDJcvKJDi3QuHgFbJC6SeTj3UacmtQU3

Token type: 

TRON TRC-20

Maximum amount:

100 million

Tokens mined to date:

26 million



ADRENALINE 
THAT PAYS:
OUR INVESTMENT
OUTLOOK
At 888starz.bet, we know you live for the game. We live for 

it too. But playing wild and earning smart can go hand in 

hand. Some like to call themselves gamblers. We like to call 

ourselves the «competitive investors».  

That is why we developed a project that would not only 

entice you with a thrilling gaming adventure but that could 

also be truly profitable. And for that, we want to showcase 

our very attractive investment prospects:

Return On Investment (ROI) for 2019 
was over 50%

This percentage depends on the Reward Pool amount, the 

actual Mining price and the number of tokens being staked at 

the time of every reward distribution. 

Annual Percentage Rate (APR) shows the percentage of 

annual returns you may gain according to the current 

dividend pool size.

How it actually works (formula):

One (1) 888token profitability (annual) = (Reward pool 

distribution/total 888tokens staked) * 365

One (1) 888token profitability (annual) Mining price x House 

Edge x 100% = APR

In 2019, the REWARD POOL distributed amongst 888token 

holders was over 500 million TRX (over 12 million US dollars)



THE BEAUTY 
OF 888TOKEN
TRADING

Your 888token is more valuable than you might think. 

Your 888tokens can be traded on several DEX exchanges like 

Coinsbit.io, Zethyr.exchange, Trontrade.io, Poloniex.org and 

Nolex.org.

That means, if you wish to increase your amount of 888tokens, 

you may simply do so by purchasing them on the exchange 

using TRON (TRX) cryptocurrency. 

888tokens purchased on exchanges can be sent to your 

888starz.bet personal account.  Those tokens will participate in 

the Reward Pool distribution.  

Withdrawal of 888tokens from the platform is also possible. 

If you have a TRX blockchain wallet on your device then you can 

easily withdraw your 888tokens in a just few clicks.    Additional 

instructions can be found here.

https://coinsbit.io/ru/trade_classic/888_USDT
https://zethyr.exchange/#/trade/888_TRX
https://trontrade.io/exchange/12
https://m.poloniex.org/#/marketItem/40
https://nolex.org/tokens/888.html
https://888tron.com/?lang=en&currency=0


888TOKEN
GLOBAL
POTENTIAL 

The 888team is currently negotiating with top traditional 

cryptocurrency exchanges about the possibility of listing the 

888token. Once this goal is achieved, it could deliver some 

amazing benefits for our current 888token holders:  

— Substantial enthusiasm about the project;

— Worldwide investor interest - increase token value and 

liquidity, by each exchange’s evaluation of investment appeal 

and product viability;

— 888token listing and indexation on www.CoinMarketcap.com 

(CMC): The best known information source on 

cryptocurrencies.DONE;

— Recognition for 888token as a strong, full-value 

cryptocurrency with its own ecosystem and community;

— Implementation of 888token as a gaming currency, which will 

allow players to use 888tokens for placing bets;

— Creation of sustainable and renewable ecosystem of repeat 

token Mining, possible once all 100 million tokens are mined 

and wagered.

http://www.coinmarketcap.com


888TOKEN
MARKET PRICE  

888token can be traded on different crypto exchanges. 

A secondary market indicates the current 888token value 

for crypto traders and investors. Token market price may climb 

or drop due to a variety of reasons.

Disclaimer:

Regardless of project participation, the team at 888Starz has 

no control or influence over 888token market price.



AS IF THAT WEREN’T ENOUGH,  
WE’RE ALSO BRINGING YOU
THESE GAMES
Betting (sports betting of all types of events, from A to Z):

• Virtual sports betting  • Live Betting

• Political Betting   • Financial betting

• Toto

Live Casino with low and high limit games:

• Roulette    • Baccarat

• BlackJack    • Poker 

• Monopoly    • SickBo

• Andar Bahar

• Over 3500+ slots from A-list providers

• Exclusive and entertaining games with almost 99% RTP

• Live Slots

• Bingo games

• Lottery

Despite our generous catalog, we are constantly working 

on integrating new game providers so that any user from 

around the world can easily find their favorite choices, 

made popular in each of their countries. 

Players will be offered an excellent selection of promo 

games, bonuses, tournaments, jackpots and promotional 

events that will be updated every week. 

888STARZ supports 27 cryptocurrencies and all types of 

fiat currencies. A huge selection of deposit and withdrawal 

methods are also available.



HOW IT ALL STARTED
Decentralized applications conquered the market during 

2019 and 2020. Blockchain based applications and 

games are now becoming widely available. Used by 

millions of people worldwide, the rate of adoption is 

growing very quickly.  

Cryptocurrencies are starting to be imbedded into the 

online gambling industry. The advantages of using 

cryptocurrencies over traditional FIAT money are 

monumental.  Cryptocurrencies as a digital means of 

payment, do not require the provision of personal data. 

This technology allows payments to be made much 

faster, almost as an instant transaction. There is also no 

limit to the amounts, offering high security and privacy. 

Countless professionals in the field, including owners of 

large gambling services, predict that in the near future 

cryptocurrencies will completely absorb the online 

gambling industry. 

This is also due to the fact that, in addition to the above 

advantages, cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology 

weaken the influence of managing authorities, freeing them 

from the impact of various government regulations.



OUR WORK WITH
THE TRON FOUNDATION 
In 2018, the Tron Foundation contacted our team and 

asked us to take part in their International Accelerator 

Program. The objective of this program was to develop 

a competitive Dapp (decentralized application) using the 

TRON blockchain.  

Towards the end of 2018, our blockchain gambling 

platform 888tron.com went live and was soon after 

selected as one of the winners by the Tron Foundation. 

We were so fortunate to be awarded a $10,000 prize to 

be used for further development.

The underlying idea of the project was to create a fully 

transparent mechanism that would encourage, motivate 

and retain i-gaming platform clients. This was our big 

break, and our 888token reward model finally saw the 

light of day.

Our unique 888token model became an incredible 

crowd-pleaser because it helped solve one of the main 

problems in the online gambling world: player retention.  

Most online gambling platforms have a very short, 3 to 5 month - 

player retention timeline, before the user moves on to 

another platform. Our system came to change the rules of the 

game, in a way that really benefited everyone involved. 



THE EVOLUTION 
SOLUTION :  FROM
88TRON.COM
TO 888STARZ.BET  
It wasn’t always fun and games. A bit of a learning curve was 

necessary for us to find our ideal identity.

Our 888token Reward System was a concept so genius that it 

that it became too popular, too soon.

«The players liked the 888token reward model so much that as 

soon as in two months following the launching of 888tron.com 

in February/March 2019, more than 40% of all Tron blockchain 

transactions could be attributed to the 888tron Dapp»

We certainly were not ready for a scale of that magnitude, nor 

were we able to compete with the industry’s giants.

So we adapted quickly and decided to join the big guys 

the smart way: By purchasing a turn-key, established and 

professional gaming platform with the ideal infrastructure, 

and endowing it with our already successful systems and 

technology.  

The result?

A strategic plan B that turned out to be an even bigger hit. 

According to the renowned Dapp catalog site, at 

Dappradar.com, «оur project was found to be one of the 

most rapidly growing and successful start-ups on the Tron 

blockchain in 2019» 

From the DappRadar Blog (dappradar.com) «Launched in 

early 2019, 888tron experienced a difficult early couple of 

months. Thanks to an immature token economy that was 

exploited by players. But the developer persevered. By the 

end of the year, 888tron was one of the strongest 

gambling dapps on TRON, both in terms of daily activity 

and daily value»



THE 888STARZ.BET TAKEAWAY
WE MAKE IT REALLY EASY  

Investing on our platform is friendly, fun and makes you

feel like a winner each time.  

When members gamble on our site, they earn tokens 

automatically and become platform stockholders.

Even if a user loses money betting, he or she does not 

leave feeling disappointed.

Our players actually stay and become loyal to the 

platform because the 888tokens yield a steady and 

unlimited passive income. This means that with time, the users 

can recover their losses and gain more than they wagered.

THE MORE, THE MERRIER

Our members also have a real incentive to invite others to the 

platform because more players means more money in the

Cashback Pool.

Player volume means shorter terms of return on investment.

The player can also sell the tokens on various cryptocurrency 

exchanges at the current market price and yield extra income.  

Another convenient option is to buy more tokens from the 

exchanges in order to get a bigger share of the Reward Pool.

After just 1.5 years of operation, our players were paid out 

more than 535,000,000 ТRХ which is the equivalent of more 

than 12 million USD. 

The average ROI per 888token was above 50% in terms of 

USD.

OUR GRATITUDE IS YOUR GAIN

If you wish to take away any positive impressions of our 

project, let it be this: We are here for the user and their 

peace of mind. We have worked hard, with commitment, 

dedication and passion, to be able to bring you a 

transparent, authentic, and one-of-a-kind operation that 

genuinely works in your favor. 



SO REACH FOR THE 888STARZ
AND LET THE GAMES BEGIN.
The numbers and data shown can be corroborated in the 888tron smart contract transactions of the users’ wallets.

https://dapp.review/article/251
https://research.binance.com/en/analysis/what-does-data-say-about-tron
https://tronscan.org/#/contract/TGtGhthzyLBYPUKDysXX1YSgRKPYVTQuMe/code
https://dappradar.com/blog/how-the-best-gambling-dapps-retain-over-80-of-their-monthly-audience#888TRON
https://dappradar.com/dappradar-2019-dapp-report.pdf
https://twitter.com/888Tron_Mariusz/status/1264992616061468672?s=20

